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Editorial

Mike Chamberlain (Paper Moon)

Welcome back to the first edition in
2021 of BTW!
Sadly, since our last publication we
have lost two more of our members,
Anne Hanson and Rose Wilson. We
send our sympathy to their families
and close friends.
In this edition Robert Miles explains
some of the changes to the
organisation of the River Wey.
Our new Commodore Brian Clarke
has been working hard to bring you
news of the AGM and future
changes to the club activities
following the Member Survey (p4).
It is great that volunteers have
stepped forward to start rowing
boat hire from 22nd May and there
was a good turnout for the boat
launch morning on 15th May. Please
do help if you can.
Steve Martindale also asks that you
support our Working Parties when
we are able to announce the dates.
My thanks to all who contributed to
this edition especially to the ‘What's
in a name section’.
Don’t forget to send me your
photographs on the theme of
‘WATER’ for this year’s competition.
(Thanks to Cathy for organising this)
Those of you who follow the BBC
Facebook pages will save seen the

pictures taken of the Basingstoke canal
by some of the boaters who
independently ventured there recently,
socially distanced of course. (see page 20)
They were welcomed not only by the
Rangers but also by the general public
who were glad to see boats out again.
Although the Basie tried to defeat their
progress as usual, a number of boats
made it past lock 29, raising a glass as a
tribute to our ex commodore Ian Smith.
Ian’s brave daughter Helen has written in
this issue of her mission to share her
experiences with others bereaved by
Covid.
Mike Chamberlain

I Don’t care if the other five don’t
turn up!

Cover: A reminder that the theme for this year’s photo competition
is ‘water’. No prizes for guessing where this was taken! (MC).
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Navigation News (Robert Miles)
Greetings once more from Dapdune
Wharf, where we have been open to
the public since Easter and are very
much looking forward to the promise
of further relaxations on the Covid
restrictions this month when we can
fully open our newly decorated
Tearoom, and serve hot drinks from
our lovely new coffee machine –
giving Starbucks a run for their
money. If you are cruising through
Guildford please tie up and enjoy a
tasty break with us, it all helps to
support our beautiful waterway. The
Wharf is now free to visit, as we
have removed the pay barrier to
encourage return visits to our
waterside haven.
Due to the recent staffing changes
within the National Trust addressing
the impact of the Covid crisis, the
navigations office is now only open
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. On
those days you can still pop in to ask
questions and pay for licenses and
mooring fees. All other times
payments can be made online on the
new software system we have
implemented, the ability to make
card payments should be available
very soon. Did you know you can
also log in to your account and make
changes to your contact details and
see past transactions etc? The
system is compliant with all the new
GDPR laws regarding how we
contact you, and I recommend
© Byfleet Boat Club

setting it up so we can message you
through SMS on your mobile. This is
particularly useful to quickly let you
know of any problems we are having
along the navigation so you can avoid
them.
I should take the opportunity to mention
the River Festival we are planning in
September. As you will know we had to
postpone our plans last year but are
hoping with the vaccination programme
that is being rolled out we can get
permission to go ahead this year. Please
put 18th September in your diaries and
let’s use it as a chance to celebrate
coming together after all this time apart.
As I write we are still awaiting the
summer weather we are hoping for after
a long winter lockdown. Frosty mornings
and squally showers still seem to be
clinging on, but I for one can’t wait for
those warm sunny days when cruising
along our wonderful navigation is the
best feeling in the world. I look forward
to seeing you all out there in the coming
months, utilising our green and blue
corridor of nature to sooth the mental
health challenges of spending so long
isolated in lockdown. What a bizarre and
testing time it has been for us all, and I
wish you all the very best of health for
the future.
Robert Miles General Manager – River
Wey Navigations
(*15th Oct- 3rd Friday - Talk at the Club
by Robert Miles of The National Trust)
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Byfleet Boat Club AGM 2021
Brian Clarke (M’Lady)
On Sunday April 11th Byfleet Boat Club
had its second Annual General Meeting
by zoom and this was attended by 42
members.
The meeting included a set of slides
presented by Tina, our retiring
Commodore, that showed that the club
is in a healthy financial state assisted by
a grant from Woking Borough Council
to help with the lack of Boat Hire in
2020. This financial security has allowed
a number of maintenance tasks to be
started including repairing the
concreate area, and the banking boards
outside the clubhouse.
Our membership has increased and is
back to over 120 members and we
continue to attract new members.
Brian Clarke gave a short presentation
of the results of the membership survey
which is providing the committee with a
better understanding of the direction
the membership would like to see the
club take, more on this elsewhere in
the magazine.
There were a few questions raised by
the membership, including a request
that the committee relook at the
wording in the new grievance
procedure to ensure that it is clear how
it aligns with the Memorandum and
Article of Association.
A more general question was raised
about dredging on the River Wey
because the lack of boat use in the last
© Byfleet Boat Club

year has had an effect. Rodney
Wardlaw explained that the National
Trust had limited money and so the
extent that dredging would be done
was unclear.
With Tina Osborne stepping down
from the Commodore and the
committee the rest of the
committee were re-elected and
Brian Clarke was elected as the new
Commodore with Steve Kennedy as
Vice-Commodore. Cathy Wooden
was re-elected as Hon. Treasurer
and James Osborne as Hon.
Secretary.
The meeting closed after a vote of
thanks to Tina Osborne for her hard
work as Commodore for the last two
years.
Brian Clarke (Commodore)
————————————————-

2020 Members Survey
During 2020 the committee decided
to undertake a simple members
survey with the aim of better
understanding what the members
wanted from the Boat Club and how
we might provide this. The survey
was a series of 16 questions asked to
as many members as we could make
contact with in a given period. In the
event we spoke to 85% of the
membership.
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2020 Members Survey
The 3rd Friday talks using zoom have a
mixed reception with half our
members enjoying them and another
Obviously some of the actions are not
quarter would be interested but the
immediate and will need wider changes Friday early evening time doesn’t fit
across the club, but all journeys start
with their household. As a result we
with the first step.
are now recording the presentations
With the club attracting new members and making them available for a
month after the presentation. There
we raised a question as to whether a
“new members evening” of some form were many suggestions about topics
including nature on the canals,
should be a regular event and all
wildlife, trips, history of the River Wey
respondents thought that this was a
and many more. We are actively
good idea and should include existing
members to help new members get to looking to find speakers on these
topics. The question of what happens
know everyone.
when we are able to fully return to
Many of you will have seen the new
the Clubhouse will require further
website, and our thanks go to
consideration since some members
Phil Hardyman for his hard work which feel that the club house is too far
the survey results give a thumbs up to. away for an hour or so talk, whilst
This coupled with the question asking
other members believe that the social
whether members had seen the
side of any talk is improved by
Briefing emails from Tina highlighted
attendance at the Clubhouse.
that our membership do not all make
The working weekends remain a very
regular use of the internet and email.
One of the results of this will be a
communication preferences list being
maintained so that those not wanting
electronic communication can opt to
receive the updates in the old
fashioned way via Mr Postman!
Below I provide some of the data and
suggested actions .

There was unanimous praise for the By
The Wey magazine and many members
expressed their thanks to Mike
Chamberlain for his hard work in
producing it.
© Byfleet Boat Club
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2020 Members Survey (cont’d)
popular aspect of the club and more
than 70% of our members say that
they attend at least one of the days.
There were a couple of comments
regarding knowing what jobs might
be assigned before the day to allow
appropriate clothing and tools to be
brought.
The club social events were the
topic of another question and three
quarters of the members said that
they enjoy and would continue to
attend social events. There were a
few that noted that as infrequent
visitors to the clubhouse they felt a
bit outside the group when they
attended, and this is something that
we all as members need to be
aware of and help them feel
welcomed. It was also noted that
the committee were not enough in
evidence at the social events! The
earlier observations about
communication were also noted
and we need to ensure that
everyone hears about events.
The club cruises are an important
part of the calendar and most of our
members would like a bigger
variety and more cruises. Some
specifics included more short
cruises, staying on the River Wey,
some without overnight stays and
more appropriate for smaller boats
and canoes.

© Byfleet Boat Club

Maintenance: We also asked about boat
maintenance courses at the club with
some varied responses. Many thought
that these were a good idea and a
frequent response was around outboard
motor maintenance and electrics, but
also a basic ropes and knots course was
mentioned. Our final question was open
for any feedback and we received a good
number of helpful suggestions and
comments, including:
*Members enjoyed the phone calls as a
way of staying engaged in difficult times.
*More communication with members is
needed (see above), there are a number
of members who are willing to help but
they need to be approached rather than
wait for them to offer.
*Provide a list of members with specific
knowledge that they are willing to share
(e.g. outboard engine skills etc.) and a
list of tried and trusted suppliers from
servicing to blacking to where to buy oil
filters.
There are more details of the members
survey being distributed with the AGM
minutes and if you are willing to assist in
actions to address the challenges etc.
then please make yourself known to any
member of the committee.

In the meantime, please help by
introducing yourself to anyone you see
at the club and do welcome all members
at all times.
Brian Clarke
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The Wey and Arun Canal
This summary is taken from
February’s 3rd Friday talk by
Ian Ellis of WACT
The Wey & Arun Canal was originally
conceived in the late 18th Century as
an inland route from London to
Portsmouth. Finally opened in 1816
it ran from the 17th
Century Wey Navigation to
join the Arun Navigation in
Sussex with further
connections to
Portsmouth as this map
shows.
The heyday of canals came
to an end with the advent
of the railways and the
Wey & Arun was formally
closed in 1871.
After almost a century of
disinterest a restoration
society was established in
1973, becoming the Wey
& Arun Canal Trust in
1975. The objective is the
restoration of the canal
and the map shows the
various stages of
restoration achieved so
far. The most significant
was the ‘unblocking’ of the
Canal at Loxwood Sussex
in 2009. (see photo top
right)
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News from WACT
Apprenticeship first for
Wey & Arun Canal Trust
The Wey & Arun Canal Trust has
become the first independent canal
trust in the UK to take on a Water
Environment Worker apprentice.
Nineteen year old Adam Rayner has
begun work at the Trust on the level 3
apprenticeship, run in tandem with
Bridgewater & Taunton College. The
course was developed by the
Environment Agency, in partnership
with the National Trust, the Canal &
River Trust and Somerset Drainage
Board in conjunction with the Canal &
River Trust in 2019. The Wey & Arun
Canal Trust is the first independent
canal trust to invest in the 18-month
apprenticeship scheme.
Adam will work with Trust employees
and volunteers to gain on-the-job
training while studying remotely and in
person at the West Country college.
With no shortage of projects on the go
and ongoing canal maintenance tasks,
Adam will receive a thorough
grounding in many elements of canal
restoration through the Trust, from
site work, health & safety to habitat
management and more.

Adam Rayner

outdoors made the role an appealing
one. “I’m looking forward to learning
many new things and being able to
work with all the volunteers. The
apprenticeship scheme means I get
some real hands-on experience
alongside my classroom work, and a
professional training qualification at
the end of it.“The Trust has achieved
so much already and I am keen to be
a part of their future success.”

Adam said his background working
with the Girlguiding and Scouting
movement and interest in the
© Byfleet Boat Club
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News from WACT: cont’d
Canal boat trips resume on
the Wey & Arun Canal
Volunteers have resumed their
scheduled trips on the scenic canal in
West Sussex (starting on May 19th),
Due to coronavirus restrictions
passenger numbers are being limited to
allow for social distancing, providing
plenty of space to relax and enjoy the
views onboard the spacious electric
boat Wiggonholt.
Bookings can be made via the Trust’s
website, www.weyandarun.co.uk.
Gill Davies

Thames water points news
The EA have acted to remove any
potential risk of contamination to
drinking water supplies as
required by the Water Supply (Water
Fittings) Regulations 1999.
'Backflow' prevention devices have
been fitted to all taps in close
proximity to the river. They have
removed all their hoses and say these
actions will prevent the risk of river
water, bacteria etc, being sucked into
the sterile drinking water supply
network due to back-pressure in the
system.
You now have to bring your own hoses
with hoselock connectors in order to
fill your tank. Expandable hoses won’t
work with these valves and you will
probably get very wet if you try it as
excess water squirts out of the side
© Byfleet Boat Club

A ‘modified’ fitting at Molesey lock,
with a notice telling boaters to
inform the lock keeper if the device
has been tampered with! (MC)
holes! The narrow bore of hoselock
fittings makes the supply much
slower and it is thought that the
waiting times will be much longer
this summer. This change has not
been well thought through and
some boaters groups have raised
objections. The EA have responded
saying ‘’We have asked our
operational staff to investigate
whether any of our existing lock site
water points can be adapted,
relocated and / or increased in
number to improve the accessibility
to our customers’’ and are looking
at alternatives. In the meantime
some users have found ways of
getting around this. Winding plastic
tape around the side holes allows
full pressure to be delivered. No
announcement has yet been made
about changing River Wey taps.
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What’s in a name? Paper Moon

Paper Moon at Harefield in 1989 (M Chamberlain)

Paper Moon and the River Wey
Way back in 1989 when we lived in
High Wycombe in Buckinghamshire, we
had often taken holidays on the canals.
When Mike was made redundant from
the paper industry and found a new job
straight away, he used his redundancy
money to buy a 40-foot narrowboat.
The boat was originally called
‘Danesden’ and was built near Banbury
in about 1975. When found it was
called ‘Ruskin’, (should have been
‘Rustin’) but he renamed the boat
Paper Moon to reflect the fact that this
was a dream come true and that the
money had come from the paper
industry.
To be honest Ruskin was a wreck, so
much so that it had been used in a TV
advertisement for the Nationwide
© Byfleet Boat Club

Building Society. A postman is seen
riding down the towpath to a couple
on the boat shown half full of water
with a letter offering them a mortgage
on a house! The boat was based at
Musk Marine in Harefield for the first
five years as at that time there were
no available moorings on the River
Wey.
During this time Mike refitted the
inside after having scraped out six
buckets of rust from the inside of the
hull and relaying the floor. I made all
the soft furnishings and curtains. We
cleaned and painted the outside and
blacked the bottom. Eventually we
spent happy days cruising the Grand
Union and Oxford canals and The Lee
and Stort along with venturing onto
the Thames up the Wey and onto the
Basingstoke canal.
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Paper Moon

Paper Moon today (J Chamberlain)

Still unable to get a Wey mooring and
getting a bit fed up of cruising the
same bit of canal we moved the boat
to Pitstone near Aylesbury and spent a
couple of years alongside the railway
line close to where the Great Train
Robbery took place.
At last, the National Trust offered us a
mooring at Stoke lock and in 1996 we
ventured down to the Thames via the
Cavalcade at Little Venice. By this time
we had moved house to Surrey so
gratefully on a beautiful May morning
we entered the River way to be
greeted by Tracy, who was just a
volunteer in those days, at Thames
Lock.
For a few years we enjoyed the upper
part of the Wey often going to
Godalming especially when there was a
flower festival with the other boats on
our mooring. Next door boaters invited
© Byfleet Boat Club

us to join the Wey Cruising Club
which used to meet at Dapdune
Wharf. We particularly enjoyed the
annual cruise to a member’s
garden on the Thames near
Runnymede. Sadly this club closed
some years ago but by then Richard
Pilgrim had invited us to join the
Byfleet Boat Club when Mike met
him at one of the Guildford
Festivals when they were held on
the meadows at Millmead .
At the Millennium we were offered
our current morning at Walsham
where we have been very content
ever since.
Jeanette
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What’s in a name? Hasty Cloud

FREEMANS AND ME
It’s been a while since my last project
in the club magazine, and I think it’s
because I may have bitten off more
than I can chew on this one. I’m
always asked “so what Boat are you
bringing this weekend” as if I’m not
using my pride and joy, I will borrow
another. As most know
(unfortunately) whenever I start
tinkering it leads on to another job,
then another, to a point where Jo
would ask “can we go up the
moorings this weekend”, and I would
reply, ‘’urm..I have just got to put the
Engine back in”, whoops!
So, this leads me to Hasty Cloud my
recent, (fifth and last, I have been
© Byfleet Boat Club

told) loving Freeman. Maybe an impulse
purchase, or just the dream machine,
but anyway I knew there were a few
jobs to do, but where do I start. Out
comes the bulkhead, as it was water
damaged, the wiring be it sixty years old
had corrosion, Chroming had seen better
days, and the woodwork could do with a
freshen up. I looked back only to find an
empty shell, what have I done! prior to
the last lock down and as we all know
we could not get to our boats, we
decided to remove a few pieces so I can
work on them at home. Well equipped
with a screwdriver tapping stick, and
patience, piece by piece the car starts
filling up. Comments being voiced, “are
you having a bonfire tonight”, as I went
away disgruntled. Back to my workshop,
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Hasty Cloud

stripping varnish, rubbing down wood,
and five coats of varnish later, and I
now have a lovely decorated spare
bedroom full of treasures, or well
refurbished boat parts.
There is still a way to go before we
start the exciting part of bolting on the
new chrome, sitting on the new
upholstery, and seeing the grain in the
woodwork shimmer in the sunlight.
But until that time, it will be “What
boat will you be bringing this
weekend”

Looking forward to showing off Hasty
Cloud in a river near you soon.
Nigel and Jo Prior
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Events Programme
Event Date

Event Name

Fri 21st May 7.30pm

Quiz & Club Catch-up

Sat 29th May

3-day Bank Holiday Cruise to Boveney Island

Fri 18thJune 7.30pm

Bingo

Sat 26th June

2-day Wey Cruise & BYO BBQ on Saturday night

Sat 10th July

Welcome Back to Boating

Fri 17th Sept

Wey Festival

Fri 15th Oct 7.30pm

3rd Friday - Talk by Robert Miles of The National Trust

© Byfleet Boat Club
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Events Programme
Description
Organiser
rd
A zoom meeting on 3 Friday to allow a little chat and catch
Steve Kennedy on
up and a short Quiz. No prizes, no need to disclose your
07808 059 980
score, just some fun!
A trip to Boveney Island on the River Thames. Arriving on
Saturday, with some entertainment and the option of a
meal (details still being sorted due to covid restrictions).

Steve Kennedy on
07808 059 980

Neville Dimon
A zoom meeting on the 3rd Friday with a fun game of Bingo
proscreens@
for those interested
Gmail.com
A weekend cruise to Warren Farm. Cook your own BBQ
food and chat with other members, maybe with a glass of
something!

Andrew Williamson 07448 979653

This will be a fun day for all members. Members meeting at
the Clubhouse for whatever time suits, for a chat, tea/
coffee, cake (obviously!), either by car or bike or bringing
Brian Clarke on
their boats in front of the clubhouse. It’s a chance to reac- 07785908283
quaint with old friends, meet others you may have seen but
not really met and meet new members.
A BBQ on Friday evening at Dapdune Wharf with entertainment, a day of fun at Dapdune on Saturday, with stalls (BBC Steve Price on
will have a stall) and fun activities, and then an illuminated price.Steven.price
parade in the evening for those who wish to participate or @gmail.com
just watch a great spectacle of illuminated boats
A 3rd Friday talk by the new head of the National Trust River
Rodney Wardlaw
Wey team.
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What’s in a name? Danum No.2

Our boat is called Danum No.2.
She also has a strawberry motif on
the glazed doors at the bows. We
bought her from Wilton Marine
over 20 years ago now and whilst
we were okay with the name,
Danum does have a story behind
her.
The name Danum is Latin for
Doncaster where she was fitted
out. She is the second of four boats
that the Pearce family owned and
fitted out. The strawberry motive is
in recognition of having been based
at the Strawberry Island Boat Club
near Doncaster.
On an early trip along the Thames
we saw a couple frantically waving
© Byfleet Boat Club

at us in a friendly way so moored
alongside them. Only when they saw us
close up, did we realise, it was the boat
they recognised, not the new owners!
We are the third owners of Danum. Still
no matter, wine was opened and a jolly
evening had by all on the banks of the
Thames. Such is the social aspect of
boating.
I cannot believe we have owned Danum
for over 20 years now. We have enjoyed
every minute of owning her, apart
perhaps from breaking down at Windsor
in 2019 when she needed a new
gearbox! Here’s to many more years
boating on the Wey and Thames just as
soon as we are able to.
Melanie Cambridge
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What’s in a name?

After many years of sailing an
Enterprise, we decided to change to
something with a few more creature
comforts! The decision was made to
have a narrow boat, and we
commissioned Simon Piper to build it
for us.
Towards its completion, he asked us
its name for the sign writer, and at
the time we did not have one in
mind.
On a journey home from Guildford
with one of Ken's employees, they
passed a statue of a harlequin (by the
old AA roundabout) and Ken
thought that would be a
good name for the boat. That was
subsequently changed by the
passenger who said that Joker or
Jester would be more appropriate as
Ken was partial to playing practical
jokes! So that was it - JESTER.
© Byfleet Boat Club

JESTER II

We then attempted to register
the name but were told that there was
already a JESTER at Walton,(below) so
we had to settle for JESTER II.
On one of our first trips on the Thames
we saw a pink passenger boat that was
(and still is) called WALTON JESTER, so
we think maybe we could have had
JESTER!
Ken & Sally Price

Walton Jester
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Fly the (Surrey) Flag

Terry Simmons (Barley Twist)
Although the family name died out
in the fourteen century the arms
have been used on many heraldic
shields and badges ever since. It was
carried by the men of Surrey at the
battle of Agincourt in 1415. It is also
mentioned in a poem

"The men of surrey checky blue and
gold which for brave Warenne their
first Earle they wore"
For years now, when I have been
cruising up and down the rivers and
waterways of our country. I have
often commented to Chris, my wife,
and other people cruising with us,
about the County flags being flown
on other vessels.
These are predominantly Cornish
and Devon flags. Not that it is an
issue, but it got me thinking. Is there
a Surrey county flag at all?
Well, it didn't take me long to find
out. Yes, there is not only a County
flag but it has been in existence
since 1088.

The flag has been re-introduced as
the Surrey county flag in 2014.

I did look into the history of the
Cornish and Devon flags. The Cornish
flag, the flag of Saint Piran (white
cross on black background)
represents white tin flowing from
the black rock. Another theory is
good overcoming evil. However,
there is a lot of legend behind Saint
Piran (born in Ireland in the fifth
century) for example he was
supposed to have performed
miracles on dead soldiers, raising

When William the Conqueror came
over (old Bill) in 1066 one of his
supporters was William de Warenne
who became the first Earl of Surrey
in 1088. Created for him by William
the Conqueror the Arms that
William de Warenne held are
exactly the same as the Surrey
county flag is today.
© Byfleet Boat Club

Flag of Cornwall
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Fly the (Surrey) Flag
them from the dead after being slain
in battle. The kings of Ireland were
not impressed, and it is reported that
he was flung into the sea with a
millstone around his neck. He
miraculously floated across the Irish
Sea to the beach at Perranporth in
Cornwall. Make of that what you
will!

Flag of Devon

The Devon County flag was created in
2003, so is relatively modern, after a
vote in two polls run by BBC Devon
website and now flies all over Devon.
It is dedicated to Saint Petroc, a local
saint. It is predominately green to
represent the county's rolling lush
hills, with a white cross edged in
black. The black represents the high
and windswept moors, and the white
represents the salt spray of Devon's
two coastlines.

© Byfleet Boat Club

So, come on you Surrey people lets
fly the flag.
We have one on our
narrowboat Barley Twist and also
one flying at home on our flagpole.
Spread the word and let's get the
surrey County Flag recognized once
more.
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Out and About

The new tender store is a great success, enabling secure storage and
easy access. (Brian Clarke)

A little bit of chaos on the Basingstoke, probably due to lack of
water! (Phil Hardyman)

We made it! Socially distanced at
Greywell Tunnel (Facebook)
© Byfleet Boat Club

Steve K to the rescue! Our Vice Commodore helps a stranded St Pancras CC
boat across to TLC for engine repairs

(M Chamberlain)
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Cathy’s Quiz Page
From Edition 93:
1:Disreputable weir on the Wey?
Riff Raff
2. What is the deepest canal lock in
the UK?
Tuel Lane on the Rochdale
3. Name the disused canal that
linked the rivers Thames and
Medway? Thames and Medway
Canal
4. Bats are in this closed canal
tunnel? Greywell Tunnel:
Basingstoke Canal
5. Which river does Iron Bridge
span? The Severn
6. What is the name of the
traditional boats used on the Norfolk
Broads? Wherries
7. What is the longest aqueduct in
the UK? Pontcysyllte on the
Llangollen Canal
8. These canals meet where ?
Worcester and Birmingham Canal
and Birmingham Canal Navigations
Main Line Gas Street Basin
9. Where does the river Thames
end? Between Whitstable and
Foulness Point
10 This canal is also a race course?
Uttoxeter Canal

All sorts of boats
1. Tea Clipper at Greenwich?
2. What class of battleship is HMS
Belfast?
3. What is the name of the German
ship that was featured in the film
Battle of the River Plate?
4. Legendary ghost ship that can
never make port and is doomed to
sail the seas forever?
5. Traditional Welsh boat?
6. The name of the horse drawn
narrowboat formerly on the River
Wey?
7. What was the original name of the
Golden Hind?
8. The Spanish tried to invade
England with one of these?
9. Which family were the first barge
builders at Dapdune Wharf?

10. What sort of boat is this?
(Answers in next Edition)
Thanks to Cathy Wooden (Miffy)
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Helen Smith: a tribute to Ian
laughing and dancing around in his
silly way, to suddenly not here the
next, victim to a cruel virus no-one
had even heard of months prior.

On January 27th we had a message that
Helen Smith was on Breakfast TV
talking about her dad Ian. The
Panorama programme was created to
record the stories of those first
100,000 who lost their lives to Covid.
Helen was interviewed live for quite a
long time and very bravely gave her
story which I am sure will interest
many of Ian’s friends.
My Dad (or 'Pops' as I affectionately
called him) was the most wonderful
man. He was my advisor, my security
blanket, my Mr. Fix-it, and my own
personal comedian. I really lucked out
in the Dad-category that's for sure.
Since the surreal and horrific 3 weeks
from 23rd March 2020, (the date he got
admitted into hospital), and 12th April,
(when he lost his hard-fought battle
with Covid-19), my world has
irrevocably changed. I couldn't make
sense of what had happened. Just over
a year later, I still can't make sense of it
if I'm being honest. How one moment
my Dad had been fit and healthy,
© Byfleet Boat Club

Locked down, isolated and grieving, I
was desperate to find anyone else
who understood the depth of my
pain, and the unique, restrictive
circumstances covid-loss imposes. I
couldn't find anyone to relate to and
I felt so lost and alone, but had
learnt that writing was a therapeutic
way for me to process my feelings.
I decided in that moment, a couple
of weeks after Dad's funeral, to start
an Instagram account
(@lockdowngrief); a safe space for
me to document my grief journey,
share my words, and hopefully
connect with, and comfort, other
grievers, specifically those bereaved
by covid.
Almost a year later I have nearing
4000 followers, and through sharing
mine and Dad's story there, have
been offered a multitude of
opportunities to further share. I've
had an interview included in a local
newspaper, recorded 2 podcasts,
had writing of mine included in a
book published by Bloomsbury
Publishing on Life, Love, Death &
Loss, been interviewed by University
students for their dissertations, and
most notably, been interviewed
twice for segments on ITV news, and
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once (live!) on BBC Breakfast.
It was terrifying, but I've always said to
myself that I would never pass down any
opportunity that came my way to raise
awareness about the reality of covidloss, or my Dad's story, and what an
opportunity that was! I think the thing
Pops would be most impressed by
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however, is the fact that his celeb
crush Claudia Winkleman tweeted
me once and told me he looked
'completely brilliant'. She wasn’t
wrong there. Everything I do will be
in his honour, so ‘cheers!’ to a
completely brilliant man, my Dad,
Ian.
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BBC Photo Competition Cathy Wooden (Miffy)
The subject is WATER which maybe
interpreted in any way you like! The
competition will run over the summer
and entries should be taken this year.
You may submit up to 3 digital photos
to the Club Magazine email:
bbc.btw@gmail.com
Please submit your photos by 30/9/21.
What the Judges might be looking for
Members of the Woking Area U3A will
judge the competition. They have
many years photographic experience
between them.
Impact – does the photo jump out at
you?
Depth – is there a sense of scale ad
distance?
Is the eye led into the photo?
Is the subject uncluttered?
Is the subject obvious?
Clarity – clear image and no camera
shake
Innovative/unusual angle or the way
the subject has been interpreted
Good use of weather and light
Water as a subject might be
* Rivers and canals * Seascapes
* Lakes and waterfalls * Reflections
* Water from a tap or a jug of water
Things to consider when taking photos
Rule of thirds – in general points of
interest should be where the lines
intersect.
Viewpoint – vary the location of the
horizon, have some foreground interest
to give a sense of distance and scale.
Leading lines and framing – use rivers,
roads and paths to lead the eye into
© Byfleet Boat Club

the picture. Frame the scene and
crop out distraction
Light – the scene may look
completely different depending on

the time of year, time of day and the
weather, mist can add interest and
sunrise and sunset gives soft
shadows, texture and colours. Avoid
hard shadows unless it adds impact.

The results will be announced in
December. Enjoy your summer and
let’s have the photos to go with it!
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Future Events
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Committee page
Commodore

Brian Clarke (M’Lady)

(07785 908283)

Vice Commodore

Steve Kennedy (Narnia)

(07808059980)

Hon Secretary

James Osborne (Tristan III)

07918 913342

Hon Treasurer

Cathy Wooden (Miffy)

(07984 453248)

Membership Sec.

Phil Hardyman (Winter Lily)

(01932 343545)

Chair Maintenance
Committee
Quartermaster

Steve Martindale (Polo)

(07774 746969)

Neville Dimon (Erma)

(07876 755357)

Minutes Secretary

Steve Kennedy (Narnia)

(07808059980)

Mark Pantling (Journeyman)

(07796 967590)

Steve Price (Finans Folly)

(07884 148412)

Melvyn Wayne (Lady Jennifer)
Andrew Williamson ( Ayresome)

(07448 979653)

Editor By the Wey

Mike Chamberlain (Paper Moon)

(07531657641)

Assistant Editor (noncommittee)

Kathryn Dodington (Sculptor)

Next copy date 1st October 2021:
Contributions to bbc.btw@gmail.com
Editorial Contacts: Editor: mike@papermoon59.co.uk, Asst. Editor:
kathryn.dodington@gmail.com Generic E-Mail: bbc.btw@gmail.com
The Byfleet Boat Club Ltd may not agree with the opinions expressed in this newsletter,
but encourages publication as a matter of interest. Nothing printed may be construed as
policy or an official statement unless so stated. The Byfleet Boat Club Ltd accept no
liability for any matter, errors or omissions contained within this newsletter. We will
however gladly publish corrections if notified. The Editor reserves the right to shorten or
modify articles published in the interests of space or clarity
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Stern View Brian Clarke (M’Lady)
Val’s Poetry
Valerie Wardlaw
I know it’s quite some time ago,
Boat names that many members
know
But these are collected over
many a day ,
and I thought I’d put them back
on show ,
Some are old, some quite new.
Found these in an old note book ,
Wondered if any good use for
you .
Thought you’d like to have a
look !
PRIV-I-SEA
WATER MITTY.
ANT-ON-DEC
ADDERGO.
MOOR KEN
HAPPY OURS.
ADDAREST.
MAY CONTAIN NUTS
MUSNTGRUMBLE
CHUFFED——-( moors at Coalpit
Heath )
CLEAN SWEEP. (Broom 37’)
PURLEY QUEEN. (moors at
Purley Lock )
CITY.SLICKER. ( London Dock
mooring ,slick black and gold
boat )
SHANGRI LA ( filthy old boat !!)
AT L——O——N——-G. LAST
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I am sitting at the
end of April writing
my first ever Stern
View and reflecting
on things
beginning to open
up again. The
garden is bursting
into colour and is
looking lovely, although given all the time
we have had, I don’t understand why
there are still jobs to be done! While at
the Boat Clubhouse recently I was pleased
to see members cleaning boats and doing
maintenance jobs in the sunshine.
I would like to say thank you to Tina
Osborne for her leadership over the last
two years and in particular for steering us
through the totally uncharted waters of
the Covid crisis. There was no history to
look back to for direction, there were all
sorts of government rules that appeared
to have numerous interpretations and
everyone had their own challenges to
contend with. In spite of this I am
inheriting the commodore role with a
strong committee and a good bank
balance. Thank you Tina.
After a unique 2020 season which was
stop and start with the lockdowns we are
looking towards a good boating 2021
season. We are aiming for at least one
boating event per month through the
season and hope you find some or all of
interest. The current plans, which are of
course subject to change, include the
Boveney trip at the end of May, a trip to
Warren Farm in late June,
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Stern View
a Welcome Back to Boating day at the
Clubhouse in July, the Wey Festival in
September and our own illuminated
parade in November. That leaves
August and October to be filled, so if
you have any ideas please let me or
any of the committee know.
The Welcome Back to Boating event in
July is intended to be a fun day for all
members. We would like as many
members as possible to come down to
the Clubhouse for whatever time suits
them for a chat, tea/coffee, cake
(obviously!), either by car or bike or
bringing their boats in front of the
clubhouse, dressed overall or not. It’s a
chance to reacquaint with old friends,
meet others you may have seen but
not really met and meet new
members.
One of the challenges we are facing
this year is that for most of the last
year canoeists and paddleboarders
have had the very peaceful river to
themselves. Some are also new to the
water having discovered the activity
during lockdown. Now that
narrowboats and cruisers are also
using the river care needs to be taken
and tolerance shown by all users. Some
of the newer river users may not know
or understand the rules of the water
and we need to help and assist them in
developing their passion in a safe way,
and not shout or criticize but offer
advice and support. Please, for the
benefit of all, take a breath before
saying anything!
© Byfleet Boat Club

Brian Clarke (M’Lady)
The third Friday zoom talks have
become increasingly popular and
now we are recording them, you can
catch up if you are unable to attend.
We will be looking at how we
maintain the interesting talks once
we can use the clubhouse and thus
make them more a social event as
well. Any topic suggestion or even
offers to present a hobby or a boat
trip would be welcome.
During the last year we have
conducted a member survey and it
highlights a number of things that
you, the members, would like to see
and we are working our way through
these, but it will take a little time.
One of the easiest to address is
around making the clubhouse more
welcoming, so please can I ask that
every time you visit the clubhouse or
see another boat with the BBC
burgee that you say hello.
Senior management at home is
suggesting that I get on with some of
those garden jobs, so I hope
everyone has an enjoyable 2021
season and I would welcome any
feedback or suggestions for the year,
or just for you to introduce
yourselves.
Thanks!
Brian
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